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Abstract- this study aims to extract energy from the exhaust gases which come out from various system around us i.e. from 
a motorbike or car at smaller scale to a sugar mill or huge power plants. As the name above suggests EPPT consist of a axial 
flow turbine (similar to turbines in jet engines) and the exhaust gases directly facing the turbine blades. Thus, resulting in 
movement of the turbine and the pressure energy of the exhaust gases is converted into kinetic energy which is used to 
generate electricity. Similar phenomena works in IC engines of vehicles to generate electricity and thus reducing the loss of 
pressure energy during the exhaust. Thus the EPPT can be a good prospective for conservation of energy and increase the 
overall efficiency of the system. This invention basically deals with the use of exhaust pressure energy which is wasted during 
the running process of IC engines and from chimneys of industries. The rotating motion of the turbine is converted to 
electricity with the help of a portable generator thus the pressure energy of the exhaust gases is used by converting into 
electricity. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
In present statuesque the most important crisis of the 
present time is energy scarcity, due to which it has 
became preliminary to use energy in judicious 
manner. And this very idea gives birth to the concept 
of exhaust pressure propulsion turbine. As we all 
know the chimneys in different industries run for 24 
hours and mostly during all months throughout the 
year, they can be a regular and continuous source of 
energy i.e. electricity from pressure of the fumes from 
chimney. The electricity thus generated can be used 
either for running components generating artificial 
draught or providing electricity to some parts of the 
industry.  
 
II. RECENT RESEARCH 
 
A similar generation system is introduced which 
generates electricity from the exhaust pressure of an 
I.C. engine which was presented by us. 
 
III. WORKING OF EXHAUST PRESSURE 

PROPULSION TURBINE  
 
In the chimney a multi stage axial turbine with 
varying manifold will be installed. When the fumes 
start rising due to the difference in pressure generated 
in the chimney.  
 
Thus, resulting in rotation of turbine.  The multistage 
turbine is connected to a single shaft, thus with the 
increase in rpm of the turbines the rpm of shaft also 
increase. This can be converted into electricity with 
the help of a portable generating system. This 
invention would allow the use of exhaust pressure of 
gases which are directly expelled into the atmosphere 

by the chimney.  A turbine used is very similar in 
design and composition to an axial flow turbine, 
converting pressure energy into kinetic energy and 
ultimately to electrical energy with the help of portable 
generating system. It could be analyzed that the 
useless pressure energy is converted into electricity. 
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IV. IMAGE OF EXHAUST PRESSURE 
PROPULSION TURBINE 

 

 
 
V. MATH  
 
Chimney draught is given by- 

                       

Where, 

Q= Chimney draught/draft flow rate, m3/sec 
A= Cross sectional area of chimney, m2 
C= Discharge coefficient (usually 0.65 to 0.7) 
g= Gravitational acceleration (9.807 m/sec2) 
H= Height of chimney, m 
Ti= Average temperature inside the chimney, K 
Te= External air temperature, K 
 
VI. OBSERVATIONS 
 

 

The graph shows our practical conclusion that if we 
are increasing the throttle the power output will also 
increase. Increasing throttle means increasing the 
mass flow rate or increasing inlet pressure. 

 
VII. APPLICATIONS 
 
This system can be used in a lot of ways as it has a wide 
range of applications. 
 
 Every industry can use this system as a auxiliary 

power unit 
 Powering the draught components like fans, 

blowers, etc. 
 Surplus charging can also be used for power 

supply to some parts of industries 
 Running motors etc for medium scale industries  
 And a large amount of energy is wasted in power 

plants which can be used in useful way for power 
generations. 

 
VIII. ADVANTAGES 

 
 The invention is using the exhaust energy of the 

chimney fumes which is wasted. 
 Decreases load on major power units. 
 The system can run some basic units of the 

industry. 
 Installation cost is low as the turbine refining is 

not required in this case. 
 

IX. DISADVANTAGES 
 
 Maintenance of the system requires special 

skills. 
 Electronic components should be checked 

regularly. 
 Ignorance of electric components may lead to 

failure. 
 
X. CHALLENGES 

 
 Variable speed of turbine may cause fluctuation 

in the output current. 
 
XI. FUTURE SCOPE 
 
As we are moving forward establishing industries for 
all sorts of amenities we require. We also need 
tremendous amount of energy to run these industries. 
Either coal, oil, or electricity. And as we are on the 
verge of a fuel crisis a better option can be just the 
frugal use of what we have now. The paper deals with 
a similar incite, which will help in using the energy 
which generally gets wasted but if stored can make a 
very big difference. And if we start using energy which 
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is wasted in form of smoke from chimneys we can at 
least use it for just lighting our own workplaces. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
In near future it is very well possible that we may find 
another source of energy. But, in these present days 
the best possible option in front of us is, the judicious 
use of energy and should strive for the same. So this 
system would be a judicious way of getting a high rate 
of overall efficiency. This paper consists of system for 
harness the energy which is wasted in form of smoke 
but can be a good source.  
 
Also a profound study may possibly bring us to a more 
refined and accurate system for harvesting the 
pressure energy. This invention is the very initiative of 
this perceptive, as we would have heard this for a lot of 

times from our elders “Present is cash, Future is 
credit”. and R n D has just begun. 
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